
Old Town character meets contemporary design at Edinburgh’s newest 
urban escape and Scotland’s first member of Design Hotels™. Perfectly 
suited for today's intrepid traveller and primely placed in the heart of the 

Scottish capital.

Unique. Beautiful. Daring.
part of

Carlton Hotel Collection

member of

Design Hotels

architecture

jmarchitects

interior design

FG Stijl

rooms & suites

98

Location
• Situated on Market Street, Edinburgh
• Edinburgh Castle- <1km
• Arthurs Seat- <3km
• Edinburgh University- <1km 

Getting to Market Street Hotel 

You can reachus by car, Airlink Bus (30-minute 
journey), Tram (40- minute journey) or on foot
from Waverley Train Station (2- minute journey).

N’or’ Loft
Nor’ Loft, our 7th floor rooftop lounge 
exudes characterand style whilst giving  a 
nod to its historic, enchanting roots. 

The Nor’ Loft signature is Champagne, 
enjoyed with a selection of carefully cu-
rated grazing plates, complete with local 
and seasonal produce. 

Architecture and Design
Our design process and conceptulisation were driven by the idea that the spatial 
compositions and materiality of the adjacent Scottish Baronial histori context 
should be emphasised- the contemporary architecture acknowledges the past 
without imitating it. We focused our design on the details. 

Seen from the adjacent New Town and Princess Street, the walls of cream stone 
and dark stone rise above the parklands of Waverley valley to create a beautifully 
layered composition, complementing the iconic skyline of spires and turrets that 
makes Edinburgh famous around the world.

Architecture and Design
• Cozy- our entry room category with ante bathroom and rainfall shower
• Artist’s-Vista- everything you find in a cozy with views of Market Street 
• Vista- located on the highest floors with ante bathroom and rainfall shower
• Roomy- ample floor space and natural light
• Roomy-bath- even more space and includes a bath
• Mhor Suite- included private terrace, a bath, two rainfall showers and a seper-

ate living area

Contact

Fiona Watson, Brand and Digital  Manager

fiona@marketstreethotel.co.uk

0131 322 9229


